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In this work, KNNL was sintered as a lead-free alternative to PZT using a pulsed photonic 
sintering method. The KNNL post-sintering composition remained close to theoretical composition 
indicating minimal volatilization of alkali metals. Furthermore, a remnant polarization was observed 
in the processed material. Energy and time demands were greatly reduced using the pulsed photonic 
sintering method versus conventional furnace sintering.  
 
Piezoelectric materials can produce electric current when bent or compressed. Currently lead 
zirconium titanate (PZT) is the most widely used piezoelectric material. A promising lead-free 
alternative is sodium potassium niobate (KNN), which can be doped with lithium (KNNL) to improve 
its piezoelectric properties. The KNNL formulation used in this study was rod coated onto copper foil. 
Sintering to promote densification is typically carried out using a furnace at temperatures of around 
1000°C for several hours. Furnace sintering is a lengthy and energy-intensive batch process. This work 
examines the use of pulsed photonic sintering as an alternative sintering process. 
 
A KNNL film sample photonically sintered at 400V, 2 Hz, 20 pulses, 2 cycles and 650 μs pulse 
length was compared to a pressed pellet sample that was furnace sintered at 1060 °C for 2 h. Both 
samples showed particles coalescing in SEM images, and therefore were considered to have undergone 
sintering. A Nb:Na:K elemental composition ratio of 56:20:24 was retained. This is much closer to the 
theoretical stoichiometric ratio of 51:26:23 than the 61:16:23 ratio seen in the furnace pellet sample. 
KNNL is prone to volatilization of its Na and K during sintering. This was certainly the case for a 
sample that was furnace sintered at 700 °C for 2 h and, which had no remaining alkali metals after 
sintering. The remnant polarization response observed for the photonically sintered film sample was 
about 0.008 μC/cm2. 
 
An energy consumption study was also carried out to determine the power demand of furnace 
sintering compared to pulsed photonic sintering. The latter was found to demand 98.1% less energy 
per unit area of sintered film. Photonic sintering implementation could amount to a significant 
reduction in cost and energy usage in a large-scale manufacturing setting. Furthermore, photonic 
sintering required 99.4% less time per unit area of sintered film than furnace sintering in this study, 
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The demand for small, portable electronics is growing owing to their convenient size, 
independence from wall-power, and increasingly longer expected lifetime.1 In fact, size reductions are 
becoming so prominent that portable electronics are turning into wearable electronics, being 
introduced in our daily lives in the form of, for example, watches, clothes or glasses.2 Increased 
functionality often demands an increase in energy use as a trade-off. Currently, batteries are used as 
the main source of micro-power for these applications. With technological advancements in small 
electronic devices far outpacing those in battery technology, the need to explore alternative sources of 
power arises.3  
 
Batteries can prove to be an inconvenience when used for certain applications. A few examples 
include devices operated in remote locations; implantable biomedical applications; temperature and 
humidity sensors in geographically inaccessible regions; or devices used in terrain deployment 
operations of considerable size that are hazardous or carried out in severe weather conditions.4,5 Ideally, 
locally available energy would be harnessed for powering those applications.  
 
Micro-power energy harvesting technology encompasses the generation of electricity in the 
mW or μW range, which is in accordance with power consumption of small electronic devices.6,7 
Micro-power harvesting sources include mechanical stress and strain, thermal energy, sunlight, 
chemical and biological reservoirs and mechanical vibration.7 Micro-power generators, including 
thermoelectric, thermo-photovoltaic, microbial fuel cells and mechanical vibration transducers, have 
the potential to serve as alternatives for common batteries in small electronics.1 The use of 
thermoelectric technology, however, requires a heat source and has a relatively low energy conversion 
rate. Thermo-photovoltaic generation requires exposure to sunlight that is not always possible. The 
cathode must be frequently replaced in microbial fuel cells.1 Each of these methods therefore work 




1.1 Energy Harvesting Technologies 
Energy harvesting using mechanical vibration transducers is another alternative that is suitable 
in many cases. Technology options include electromagnetic, electrostatic and piezoelectric 
transducers. Piezoelectric transducers are considered an attractive option for their high energy density 
and ease of integration into systems.6 This advantage becomes increasingly important with decreasing 
size of the device, as energy densities remain high even with reductions in film thickness.4 
 
Piezoelectric materials capable of transforming mechanical energy into electrical energy can 
directly power devices or provide a source of power for rechargeable batteries.2,4 This way, energy 
from human movement, machinery, infrastructures, transport, and such, can be converted into 
electricity without impacting the source. Indeed, piezoelectric technology has been shown 
experimentally to generate useful energy when integrated within bridges, airplanes or other vibrating 
structures.3 Currently, piezoelectric elements are being used in applications such as actuators, sensors 
and ultrasonic transducers.8 The piezoelectric market is expected to reach a worth of USD 31.33 billion 
by 2022.9 
 
Piezoelectric technologies, however, have certain limitations. These include a tendency to 
crack or break when overstressed, limited power generation if there is insufficient strain, and small 
current production due to high impedance despite high output voltage production.10 Another important 
issue is the widespread use of lead embedded in lead zirconate titanate ceramics Pb(Zr1-xTix)O3 (PZT), 
a piezoelectric material that gained popularity in the 1950’s. PZT has been very well studied to date 
for its high piezoelectric constants and Curie temperatures.11 The lead content in PZT reaches over 
60wt%,12 yet PZT is the most commonly used material in piezoelectric devices.10,13,14  
 
Current legislation regulates the use of lead, which is categorized as a hazardous substance, in 
a number of applications. For example, the European ‘Restriction of the use of Hazardous Substances’ 
(RoHS) directive bans the use of lead in electrical and electronic equipment entering the EU market.15 
Piezoelectric ceramics are exempt under the RoHS as of now, but the directive will be revised in 2021. 
California has adopted the ‘California Electronic Waste Recycling Act of 2003’ in 2007, which adopts 
the sale prohibitions found in the EU RoHS.16 A further 28 US states have similar laws proposed, 




Texas.17 Other nations such as Japan, China, Canada (Alberta) and Switzerland, have also adopted 
regulations concerning the disposal of e-waste.17 
 
1.2 Sustainability Issues 
The adoption of strict regulations with respect to lead use is certainly justified when looking at 
the adverse effects it causes on humans and nature. ‘Humans’ and ‘nature’ otherwise known as ‘people’ 
and ‘planet’ respectively18, constitute two of the three triple bottom line principles of sustainability, 
shown in Figure 1. Hence, lead is an issue that is perfectly hosted under the umbrella of sustainability. 
In terms of human toxicity, lead damages the nervous system and brain functions. It has been shown 
to worsen intellectual and cognitive ability, memory performance, mental processing speed, use of 
language, and certain executive functioning tasks, amongst others.19,20 In a matter of weeks, exposure 
to severely high doses can lead to irritability, attention deficit, trembling and hallucinations, that may 
suddenly transition into spasms, paralysis, unconsciousness and even death.19 When lead leaks into the 
environment, it mostly remains in the topsoil layer and is readily available for plant uptake. Lead is 
considered one of the most hazardous substances to the environment at a global scale and a general 
protoplasmic poison.21 It abruptly decelerates crop and plant growth in general, with specific effects 
that include: hindrance of enzymatic activity, hormonal imbalance, difficulty in nutrient absorption, 













Waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE), also known as e-waste, comprises lead 
containing piezoelectric devices. Since they are embedded with many other materials in electronic 
devices, these are disposed of as-is, commonly with household waste.22 Alternatively, it is rather 
common for functioning and some non-functioning electronic devices to be shipped to developing 
countries for their reuse and ultimately disposal. In fact, overseas shipping stands for an estimated 80% 
of collected e-waste.23 Either way, most of the e-waste currently ends up incinerated or in landfills, 
inevitably culminating in heavy metals such as lead entering our atmosphere and waterways, hence 
exposing humans and the environment.24 Therefore, with a surge in demand for sustainable practices 
along with global policies that restrict the use of lead in electronic devices, the search for lead free 
alternatives to PZT is a necessity.   
 
In addition to the toxicity issues associated with lead-based piezoelectric technology, for the 
optimal functioning of piezoelectric ceramic films, the powdered materials must be sintered and poled 
during fabrication. Typically carried out as separate steps, these may prove to be time and energy 
intensive, certainly leaving room for improvement.  
 
With this background, the focus of this research is to identify an alternative, lead free 
piezoelectric material to PZT to undergo high speed, low energy sintering for low cost energy 
applications. Chapter 2 covers relevant theoretical background. Chapter 3 provides a review of past 
and current literature on the topic and concludes with the statement of research for this thesis. Chapters 
4 and 5 present the methodology and results obtained respectively, and Chapter 6 contains the 









The French brothers Pierre and Jacques Curie, both physicists, discovered the phenomenon of 
piezoelectricity in 1880. When a piezoelectric material is subjected to a mechanical load, it produces 
an electric charge proportional in value to the load applied; this is termed the ‘direct piezoelectric 
effect’. Similarly, an electric current is converted into mechanical movement proportional in magnitude 
to the current applied; this is termed the ‘indirect or converse piezoelectric effect’.25 
 
Piezoelectric materials are anisotropic, meaning that the magnitude of their electromechanical 
properties is highly dependent on the direction in which it is measured.4  
 
2.1 Review of Piezoelectricity 
2.1.1 Perovskite Crystal Structure 
Crystalline materials are those that have highly organized and repetitive lattice structures. A 
crystal structure is defined as the way in which atoms, ions and/or molecules are spatially arranged in 
crystalline materials. Common piezoelectric ceramics typically have a perovskite crystal structure with 
the general formula ABO3. Changes in temperature or the addition of doping agents to perovskites can 
cause them to shift between cubic, tetragonal and orthorhombic crystal structures. Figure 2(a) shows 
the unit cell for a perovskite holding a cubic structure. This structure is symmetric in every plane in 
reference to the central point and, as such, it is said to be centrosymmetric. The material holds a cubic 
structure when it is above its Curie temperature (TC), however when below TC, the geometric structure 
shifts to orthorhombic or tetragonal. Figure 2(b) and Figure 2(c) depict orthorhombic and tetragonal 
structures respectively. In these structures, the center ion is displaced making both structures 
noncentrosymmetric and causing spontaneous polarization, which creates a charge difference and 





Figure 2. Unit cell of a perovskite crystal structure (a) above Tc and (b) and (c) below Tc. 
 
 Dipole moments within a crystal structure aggregate together creating regions of local charge 
alignment that are termed domains.26 The charge alignment thus generates a net polarization within 
each domain. This means the material has the ability to store charge. Neighboring domains may have 
opposing polarization directions, but they are arranged with respect to one another in order to minimize 
the net polarization of the crystal 
 
In the direct piezoelectric effect, mechanical movement distorts the crystal structure, 
unbalancing the charges within it and hence creating a net polarization. The center ion within each unit 
cell is displaced once again in an attempt to regain charge equilibrium. In doing so, while the charges 
remain imbalanced, a dipole moment is created and an electric field is generated. The center ions do 
not fully reach to counteract the charge imbalance, so the unit cells remain polarized within each 
domain. When the mechanical stress is removed, the absence of change in the polarization of the crystal 
inhibits the generation of an electric field until further mechanical distortion is applied.  
 
The lead-free piezoelectric ceramic used in this research, potassium sodium niobate (KNN), 
conforms to the general perovskite formula ABO3, where Nb represents the A ion, K and Na represent 
the B ion interchangeably. According to the pure KNN phase diagram shown in Figure 3, KNN with a 


















a ≠ b ≠ c 




displays the physical stability limits between the different states of a material or chemical system in 




Figure 3. Phase diagram of KNN.27 Reproduced with permission.  
 
Interestingly, adding a dopant to KNN, namely lithium for this work (KNNL), alters the KNN 
phase diagram. The phase diagrams for KNNL in Figure 4 illustrate how small variations in the 
percentage of lithium doping drive the structure to shift between orthorhombic and tetragonal, with a 
morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) shaded in grey in both Figures. The MPB is the transition region 
between two phases, or crystal structures in this case, where they both coexist together. There is some 
discrepancy in the literature as to where exactly this phase lies for KNNL as indicated by Figure 4, but 
it can safely be assumed that it certainly exists in the range of 6-6.5 mol% doping. 
 
Figure 4. Phase transition and lattice parameters with varying amounts of lithium doping in KNN as reported by (a) 
Sun et al.28 and (b) Wongsenmai et al.29 Reproduced with permission. Note that for image (b), a composition of for 






In order to achieve the best electric response from piezoelectric samples, powdered 
piezoelectric materials are pressed into a shape and are then typically sintered. Sintering refers to 
raising the temperature of the sample to coalesce the particles in it, causing it to densify. This decreases 




Figure 5. Depiction of the coalescence process through which the particle grain boundaries merge with each other, 
hence increasing the density of the powder.   
 
The theoretical density of a material represents the maximum amount by weight of that material 
that can be enclosed within a certain volume. In reality, voids and air gaps exist within materials that 
could potentially prevent them from reaching their theoretical levels of compaction during sintering. 
Therefore, the measured density value of a material is termed the actual density.  
 
The bulk melting temperature of a given material is an established physical parameter. For 
example, the bulk melting temperature of niobium under atmospheric conditions is 2477°C. However, 
at a nanoscopic scale, the melting temperature of materials highly depends on particle size. This is 
because the ratio of atoms in the surface to those in the volume increases rapidly as the radius decreases. 
Size reduction increases the free energy at the surface of the particles, yielding a depression of the 
melting point compared to the bulk melting point.30 The nanoparticle melting point suppression is 
mathematically modelled by the Gibbs-Thomson equation, labeled as Equation 1 below.31 
 
 






In Equation 1, TM(d) is the depressed melting temperature of nanoparticles with diameter d, 
TMB is the bulk melting temperature of said material, σSL is the solid-liquid interface energy, Hf is the 








Once sintered, samples are then poled in order to give their crystals a semi-permanent 
polarization. Prior to poling, the domains in the asymmetric crystal structure of a piezoelectric ceramic 
are not aligned. As depicted in Figure 6(a), the potential of the ceramic to generate an electric current 
is limited. The poling process consists on the application of a strong DC electric field for a given 
amount of time. During poling, all the domains are aligned perfectly with the electric field as shown 
in Figure 6 (b). Once the electric field is removed, the dipoles are fixed at a near alignment structure, 
as shown in Figure 6(c). Poling is carried out after sintering because the temperature required for 
sintering the sample often exceeds the Curie temperature of the material. This would cause the aligned 




Figure 6. Arrangement of domain at different stages during poling process: (a) random arrangement before poling; (b) 
perfect alignment with electric field during poling; and (c) near perfect alignment after poling. 
 
2.1.4 Piezoelectric Constants 
Once a sample has undergone sintering and poling, its piezoelectric properties can be 
measured. Common constants used in the literature to compare the piezoelectric properties of materials 
are the piezoelectric charge constant (d) and the piezoelectric voltage constant (g). Figure 7 represents 
the axial coordinate system used to describe a piezoelectric crystalline structure and orientation of the 
piezoelectric constants. The numbers 1, 2 and 3 represent the x, y and z axis respectively, and the 
numbers 4, 5 and 6 show the shear constants.  









Figure 7. Graphic representation of the electromechanical constants in piezoelectric crystals.  
 
 Piezoelectric Charge Constant (d) 
The piezoelectric charge constant d is defined by the following equations.32 
 
 𝑑 =










 Equation 3 
 
In the equations above, d denotes the polarization achieved by the applied mechanical stress 
(Equation 2) or the mechanical strain produced by the applied electric field (Equation 3) depending on 
how the piezoelectric material is used. Nomenclature used to describe the mechanical and electrical 
properties of piezoelectric materials commonly uses two subscripts. The parameter dij indicates that 
the application of the electric field or collection of charge happens along the i direction and the 
mechanical displacement or force takes place along the j direction.26 For example the piezoelectric 
charge constant d31 denotes the polarization of the material along the z (3) axial direction per unit stress 
applied across the x (1) axis, or, induced strain along the x (1) axis per unit electric field applied across 
the z (3) axis. Similarly, d15 denotes the polarization of the material along the z (1) axial direction per 
unit shear stress applied across the y (2) axis.33 The z (3) axial direction is designated as the standard 















stress is considered to be done parallel to the poling direction when carried out across the z (3) direction 
and perpendicular to the poling direction when carried out across the x (1) and/or y (2) axis. Regarding 
energy harvesting, the definition of d used is that portrayed in Equation 2.  
 
For piezoelectric transducers, the d constant most commonly used is d33, which denotes that 
the polarization of the material and the application of stress happen along the same axis. This constant 
is commonly used to compare the performance of different piezoelectric materials. High d33 values are 
desired since the higher the d33 value for any given material, the better piezoelectric properties it 
possesses.  
 Piezoelectric Voltage Constant (g) 
The piezoelectric voltage constant g is defined by the following equations.32 
 
 𝑔 =









 Equation 5 
 
Therefore g denotes the electrical field produced by the applied mechanical stress (Equation 4) 
or the mechanical strain generated by applied charge density (Equation 5) depending on how the device 
is used. Similar to the d constant, the piezoelectric voltage constant is also denoted by two subscripts, 
and hence gij implies the development of an electric field or charge along the i direction for mechanical 
displacement or force along the j direction.26 Therefore, g31 describes the induction of an electric field 
along the z (3) axial direction per unit mechanical stress applied in the x (1) direction, or, the strain 
generated along the x (1) axis per applied charge in the z (3) axial direction. 
 
As is the case with the d33 constant, the most commonly used g constant is g33, which denotes 
that the electric field and mechanical stress also happen along the same axis. Similarly, g33 is directly 




2.1.5 Hysteresis Loops 
Piezoelectric materials are those in which mechanical movement can induce spontaneous 
polarization hence generating an electric field, and vice versa. Piezoelectric materials that respond to 
the application of an external electric field by reversing their polarization direction are termed 
ferroelectric materials.  
 
Ferroelectric materials can be characterized by their ferroelectric hysteresis loop. A 
ferroelectric hysteresis loop is a plot of the polarization (P) as a function of the coercive field strength 
(E).34 An example of a KNN hysteresis loop is shown in Figure 8.35 A sawtooth alternating electric 
field is applied to a ferroelectric material. When the field reaches a positive maximum potential, the 
material reaches saturation polarization in the direction of the field. This combination is shown as point 
A of Figure 8. As the field decreases, some domains in the material will begin to reverse their 
polarization. At point B, the applied electric field is zero, yet the polarization is nonzero in a 
ferroelectric material. This value is termed the remanent polarization, PR, which is defined as the 
macroscopic polarization, or charge accumulated, that remains once the electric field is removed. To 
reach zero polarization, the applied electric field has to be reversed to a value of –Ec (point C). At a 
minimum negative field potential, saturation polarization is achieved in the opposite direction than that 
obtained at point A. This is point D in Figure 8. The field can once again be removed, resulting in a 
polarization of –Pr (point E). As electric field is increased in the positive direction, polarization reaches 
zero, point F, and then increases back to a maximum at point A, hence completing the cycle. The 









 Sawyer Tower Circuit 
A Sawyer-Tower circuit is typically used to obtain hysteresis loops. A depiction of a Sawyer-
Tower circuit is shown in Figure 9. Two capacitors are used in series, a standard linear sense capacitor 
(CS) and the piezoelectric capacitor being tested (CX). CS must be much larger than CX because 
according to Kirchhoff’s Law, shown in Equation 6, this ensures most of the driving voltage drops 
over CX. Hence the term Q/CS is rendered negligible, which makes Equation 7 a better representation 




Figure 9. Sawyer-Tower circuit showing the sense capacitor (CS) and the capacitor under testing (CX), receiving a 
field from the function generator and displaying a hysteresis curve on the oscilloscope. 
 
 













 Equation 7 
 
Here VAB is the total voltage drop across both capacitors in volts (V), VX and VS are the voltage 
drops across the capacitor in testing and the sense capacitor respectively, CX and CS are the capacitance 
of each in farads (F), and Q is the charge through both capacitors in coulombs (C). 
 
A sawtooth alternating current is applied to the circuit by the function generator. The voltage 
drop across the capacitors changes in proportion to each value of current applied. Each voltage drop 
value pertaining to each value of current applied is obtained from the oscilloscope. Figure 10 shows 














Figure 10. Depiction of sawtooth alternating current and its relation to each point of the hysteresis loop shown in 
Figure 8. 
 
 The capacitors are placed in series so that the same amount of current flows through each. This 
way, charge for both capacitors is constant. Since the capacitance for CS is known and the range of 
voltage drops is obtained from the oscilloscope, the charge through CS (QS) at each voltage can be 
calculated, which equates the charge through CX (QX) at each voltage. Knowing the area covered by 
electrodes in CX, the polarization of CX at each voltage can then be calculated using Equation 8, and 
plotted as the y-axis of the hysteresis curve. Each voltage point can be converted into the electric field 
range applied by dividing it by the thickness of the piezoelectric film, as described in Equation 9, and 
plotted as the x-axis. 
 
 







𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑, 𝐸 (𝑘𝑉 𝑐𝑚)⁄ =
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒, 𝑉 (𝑘𝑉)
𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑚 𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠, 𝑡 (𝑐𝑚)
 Equation 9 
 
2.2 Device Fabrication 
Piezoelectric devices may be fabricated any number of ways. Quite often, powders and binders 
are pressed into large billets which are subsequently sintered at high temperature. The densified billets 
are then diced into thin wafers which can then be poled. This process can be quite wasteful in terms of 
loss of material from saw kerfs. For this research, the primary interest lies in directly printing 
piezoelectric material in the desired geometric shape on a substrate of interest. The printed pattern may 
then be sintered and poled. This approach is much more efficient from a material utilization 













2.2.1 Ink Formulation 
In order to print a piezoelectric material, it is first formulated as an ink. Ink components fall 
into four main categories: active materials (fillers), vehicles (binders), additives and carrier substances 
(solvents). Active materials are what provide the ink with functional properties. They fall into two 
categories: pigments, which form dispersions, meaning they are not soluble; and dyes, which form 
solutions. Active materials can be metallic e.g. for conductive properties,36 ceramic e.g. for 
piezoelectric properties in a loudspeaker,37 organic e.g. for photovoltaic properties in solar cells,38  or 
a mixture of two or more of the above.39 Vehicles ensure the even distribution of active materials within 
the ink. Vehicles serve to carry the ink components through the inking system and once printed, they 
keep them together upon solvent evaporation. Vehicles also provide adhesion of the ink onto the 
substrate. Vehicle selection is dependent on the active material properties. Carrier substances contain 
the ink components dissolved or dispersed in them and make up the flow dynamics in the ink. Special 
attention must be paid to conserving appropriate rheological properties, namely viscosity and surface 
tension, as well as conserving ink homogeneity when selecting the carrier. Additives serve to alter the 
ink properties. Different types of additives include surfactants, which reduce surface tension; adhesion 
improvers; humectants, which retain moisture; penetration promoters; abrasion resisters; and 
stabilizers, which retard ink degradation.39 The choice of additive is specific to each printing process.  
 
Surface tension and viscosity of the ink determine its suitability for use with different printing 
processes and substrates. Surface tension (N/m or dynes/cm) refers to the intermolecular forces that 
happen on the surface of a liquid, and the energy required to alter the surface area of the liquid. Taking 
a drop as an example, as shown in Figure 11, the molecules in the bulk ink are fully surrounded by 
other molecules, therefore experiencing relatively even attraction to surrounding molecules, which 
creates low Gibbs free energy (ΔG). A molecule on the surface however, is only attracted to other 
surface and bulk molecules, so it experiences uneven attraction forces. The energy state of surface 
molecules is much higher than bulk ones, which creates higher free energy. The natural tendency is to 
minimize free energy hence the drop is inclined to take the shape with the smallest surface area for a 
given volume: a sphere. If the surface tension of the liquid is greater than the surface energy of the 
substrate it is to be deposited onto, cohesive forces will dominate and the liquid will attempt to retain 
as close to a spherical shape as possible. If the opposite is true and the surface energy of the substrate 
is greater than the surface tension of the liquid, adhesive forces will dominate and the liquid will spread 








Figure 11. Attraction forces on surface and bulk molecules of an ink droplet deposited onto a substrate to illustrate 
surface tension  
 
The viscosity (kg/m·s, Pa·s or centipoise cP) of a fluid is a measure of its resistance to flow as 
a function of shear stress. In liquids, increasing temperature decreases viscosity. At a fixed temperature, 
a liquid is considered Newtonian if viscosity remains constant with increasing shear stress. In shear 
thinning liquids, viscosity decreases with increasing shear stress. In shear thickening liquids viscosity 
decreases with increasing shear stress. Viscosity affects the flow dynamics and the deposition method 
selection. 
 
2.2.2 Printing Techniques 
There are several high throughput printing processes that could be considered for this research. 
One such process is gravure printing,40 which uses a gravure cylinder to collect ink from an ink fountain 
Into recessed cells comprising the image area. Excess ink from the non-image area is removed with a 
doctor blade, and the ink is deposited onto the substrate when it comes into contact with the rotating 
gravure cylinder. In offset lithography,40 a printing plate is coated with the image to be printed in order 
to make the coated regions hydrophobic. The printing plate is commonly made from aluminum, which 
is hydrophilic in nature, to ensure the un-coated areas are receptive to water-based solutions. A 
hydrophilic aqueous fountain solution is applied to the printing plate followed by the hydrophobic ink. 
The fountain solution wets the hydrophilic areas and the ink covers the hydrophobic areas that form 
the image to be printed. The printing plate then comes into contact with an offset cylinder for enhanced 
resolution and is then deposited onto the substrate. Finally, in rotary screen printing,40 similarly to flat 
screen printing, the mask and screen are made into a cylinder inside which the ink is contained. The 
cylinder is in constant rotation so the ink is constantly wetting the screen. A squeegee inside the 
cylinder spreads out the ink and generates shear, forcing the ink onto the substrate. Flexographic 
Ink drop Substrate 




printing is an additive deposition method, meaning that ink is deposited onto a substrate to form the 
desired pattern. The process of flexographic printing is shown in Figure 12. An anilox roll is an ink-
metering element that has recessed cells. Anilox cells are filled with ink while the anilox roll is in 
contact with the ink pan. A doctor blade removes ink from the non-image or raised areas on the anilox 
roller. The anilox then comes into contact with the printing plate, which has the pattern to be printed 
in the form of raised segments. The ink from the anilox is transferred onto the raised segments of the 
printing plate. The raised segments of the printing plate subsequently roll onto the substrate, depositing 
the ink with the desired pattern. The anilox is a key component in flexography. The amount of ink 
deposited onto the printing plate can be controlled by selecting the proper scoop volume of the anilox, 
namely the transfer volume in billion cubic microns per square inch (BCM) and the line count in lines 
per inch (LPI).  
 
The use of flexographic printing has numerous advantages. It has a high throughput so it is 
ideal for roll-to-roll processes. It can have relatively high resolution, with feature definition of smaller 
than 10μm.41 It’s relatively cheap and accepts high viscosity inks. Conversely, flexographic printing 
can yield printed features of uneven vertical thickness, the printing plate might be incompatible with 
certain inks e.g. organic based inks, and the repeated use of the printed plate can lead to its deformation 












2.3 Material Characterization 
A number of different material characterization techniques are used as part of this research, 
hence they are briefly summarized here.  
 
 X-ray Diffraction 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is used to determine crystal structure. X-rays are a form of 
electromagnetic waves that have a dual wave-particle nature. As shown in Figure 13, when incident 
monochromatic x-rays emitted by a cathode ray tube hit the atoms that comprise a crystal lattice 
structure, they are scattered and subsequently analyzed by a detector. Incident rays reaching the second 
row of atoms in the crystal structure must travel an extra distance, shown by the brown arrows, 
compared to those in the first row. Knowing the distance between rows (d) and the angle at which 
incident rays strike the crystal structure (θ), the extra distance traveled by the incident rays reaching 
the second row, compared to the ones reaching the first row is equivalent to 2dsinθ. If the extra distance 
is a multiple of the wavelength (λ) of the incident ray, constructive interference takes place. This 
condition is known as Bragg’s Law and it satisfies the following equation: n(λ)= 2dsin(θ). In a powder 
sample, the crystal structure is randomly oriented so if the angle θ is systematically changed, all 
possible diffraction directions from the atoms can be detected. The diffraction peaks are then converted 
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 Raman Spectroscopy 
Raman spectroscopy is a form of chemical analysis used to determine the chemical structure 
and crystallinity of materials.42 Raman spectroscopy irradiates a sample using a monochromatic light 
source (laser). Molecules in the crystal structure absorb photons from the laser and re-emit them. Most 
re-emitted photons undergo elastic scattering, meaning that they have the same energy (frequency) and 
therefore wavelength as those in the laser. This is known as Rayleigh scattering. A small portion, 
~0.0000001%,42 undergo inelastic scattering, where the frequency of the re-emitted photons is either 
shifted up or down from their original. This is known as Raman scattering.43 Rayleigh and Raman 




Figure 14. Depiction of molecule elastically (Rayleigh) and inelastically (Raman) scattering laser light.  
 
A shift in the frequency of a re-emitted photon can be caused by vibrational, rotational or 
electronic energy changes in a molecule. Vibrational changes are typically of most interest. When a 
photon is absorbed by a molecule it excites an electron, meaning that it sends the electron to a higher 
‘virtual’ energy state. This is shown in Figure 15. The electron eventually decays back to a lower 
vibrational energy state, emitting a scattered photon. The vibrational energy state to which the electron 
decays back can be the same (Rayleigh scattering), higher (Stokes Raman scattering) or lower (anti-
Stokes Raman scattering) than its original energy level.44 Both types of Raman scattering are detected. 
Scattered photon intensity is plotted against the energy difference between incident and scattered 








λscattered > λincident 
λscattered < λincident 
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 Scanning Electron Microscopy 
A scanning electron microscope (SEM) can be used to obtain an approximation of the particle 
sizes, verify the composition and obtain high magnification images of a sample. A scanning electron 
microscope works by directing a focused beam of electrons onto a sample. Using an electron beam can 
produce higher resolution images than the light beam used in optical microscopes since electrons have 
much shorter wavelengths. When using an SEM, both the chamber and the electron column are 
evacuated. This generates a vacuum that prevents impurities, vibration or noise from interfering with 
the scan, as well as molecules and atoms from deflecting the beam. Preventing beam deflection serves 
to achieve a higher resolution. Figure 16 shows the components present inside an SEM column. The 
electrons are generated from an electron gun, and are accelerated by means of an anode up to the 
required electric field (keV). The electrons are then focused using a series of condenser lenses that 
adjust the size of the beam and hence determine the resolution. Scanning coils are then used to raster 
the beam, meaning that electrons are formed into a matrix-like scanning pattern. An objective lens is 
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When the scanning beam interacts with the sample, it generates secondary electrons, 
backscattered electrons and characteristic x-rays. The mechanisms and sample regions from which 
these occur are shown in Figure 17. Secondary electrons are ejected when a primary electron from the 
incoming electron beam carries sufficient energy to remove an electron in a sample’s atom and take its 
place during an inelastic collision. Secondary electrons happen close to the surface of the sample. 
Backscattered electrons are primary electrons that are reflected back as a result of elastic collisions 
with the sample. These originate from deeper layers of the sample compared to secondary electrons. 
Characteristic x-rays form when primary electrons eject electrons in the inner shell of the sample 
atoms. Higher state electrons fill up the vacancies left, and emit an x-ray to account for the energy 
difference. The emitted x-ray is characteristic of the element it is being emitted from. X-rays are 




Figure 17. Diagram showing emission mechanisms of secondary electrons, backscattered electrons and characteristic 
x-rays, and the areas within a sample that each is emitted from.  
 
Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) is a tool embedded in SEMs that serves to determine 
the elemental composition of the sample. EDS analysis detects characteristic x-rays from the sample 
































3.1 Piezoelectric Materials Basics 
Currently PZT is the leading piezoelectric material used. Lead-free alternatives to PZT may be 
categorized into three main groups: sodium bismuth titanate-based (NBT), (Na,Bi)TiO3; modified 
barium titanate-based (BT), BaTiO3; and potassium sodium niobate-based (KNN), (K,Na)NbO3. 
Figure 18 shows comparison graphs for the piezoelectric constant and Currie temperatures of PZT and 
lead-free materials. KNN can be seen to be a very promising candidate owing to the high piezoelectric 
constants that can be attained while retaining high Curie temperatures, and to the extensive research 
that has been carried out. Therefore, KNN was chosen for this study. 
 
Figure 18. Comparison of the piezoelectric constants and Curie temperatures between lead-containing (a) and lead-
free (b) piezoelectric materials.11 Reproduced with permission. 
 
The piezoelectric properties of KNN can be enhanced through doping. In their review, Wu et 
al.11 discuss the doping combinations, namely Li; Li and Sb; Li and Ta; Li, Sb and Ta; and perovskite 
materials such as BaTiO3. Their paper provides a summary of relevant results achieved in a number of 
studies. The effect of different doping combinations on the piezoelectric constants and Curie 




constants displayed in Table 1, it can be seen that generally, the highest piezoelectric constants are 
obtained using Li, Sb and/or Ta for doping. Indeed, it has been shown that a doping with Ta in high 
concentrations considerably increases d33.
46 However, Ta is an expensive element, exceedingly more 
expensive than Nb, and hence the substitution of Nb2O5 for Ta2O5 used in KNN formulation would 
considerably increase the material cost, jeopardizing its practical application. On the other hand, Sb is 
a toxic element for both humans and the environment, so its use would defeat the purpose of avoiding 
lead.47,48 
 
Table 1. Piezoelectric constants (d33) and Curie temperatures from studies that investigated different doping materials 




Curie Temperature Tc (ºC) References 
Li 188-324 450-475 49–60 
Li and Sb 212-280 340-390 61–69 
Li and Ta 190-298 310-450 70–78 
Li, Sb and Ta 250-416 210-348 12,46,79–87 
Perovskites 136-256 279-395 88–99 
PZT 225-590 190-365 8,100,101 
 
A comparison graph with different doping agents in KNN was compiled by Wu et al.11 and is 
shown in Figure 19. Doping KNN with Li is shown to be the best compromise for achieving high 
piezoelectric constants without the use of expensive Ta and toxic Sb and with the added bonus of high 
Curie temperatures. Therefore, this research will focus on Li-doped KNN, following specifically the 
study conducted by Zhao et al.,102 in which they obtained a piezoelectric constant of 314 pC/N and a 




Figure 19. Graph of piezoelectric constants and curie temperatures obtained for different doping combinations of KNN 




3.2 Deposition Techniques 
Sol-gel processing is a widely used method and is categorized as a chemical solution deposition 
(CSD) technique.103,104 Sol-gel materials use a range of precursors that are mixed in solution, then 
hydrolyzed and condensed to form bonds with one another yielding a sol. The sol can then be deposited 
on a substrate via spin-coating, dip-coating, spraying, etc. to make gel films. Sol-gel deposition allows 
the stoichiometric control of the end product, has a relatively low cost, is suitable for bulk production 
and can be printed via direct patterning techniques. However, sol-gel materials are often prone to crack 
formation during drying, and electrodes patterned from lower temperature materials such as copper or 
silver may not withstand the high sintering temperatures.  
 
Magnetron sputtering is another method of film deposition that allows the production of targets 
made from piezoelectric materials.104 A target disk of the candidate piezoelectric material is bombarded 
by energetic gas ions, causing particles from the target to be deposited onto the surface of the substrate 
placed below. Films deposited by sputtering have uniform thickness and fine grain size. However, not 
all materials are suited for magnetron sputtering. The solid-state reaction method begins with weighing 
the carbonate or oxide form of each component in the desired stoichiometric ratio. Then the powder is 
ball-milled to ensure homogenous mixing and reduce particle size. The powder is then calcinated to 
remove the carbon and oxygen, leaving the pure powder composition. This is a very straightforward 
method, but care must be taken to avoid contamination during the milling phase and perform enough 
milling to achieve sufficiently small particle sizes.105 
 
Direct-write methods such as inkjet, aerosol jet and microdispensing can also be used to deposit 
functional inks. Inkjet printers use either thermal or piezoelectric heads to eject a drop of ink from each 
of their nozzles. Since they have an array of nozzles, this printing technique is relatively fast compared 
to other drop-on-demand techniques. In aerosol jet printing an ink is atomized either pneumatically or 
ultrasonically. The atomized ink is picked by the aerosol gas and transferred to the substrate through a 
nozzle. A secondary gas termed the sheath gas shapes the aerosol stream to the desired resolution. 





Sintering is essential for enhancing piezoelectric properties of ceramics, yet it has seen little 
innovation from traditional practices. Sintering entails heating up the film to very high temperatures to 
promote coalescence of the particles within the material. This practice can be very energy intensive as 
it requires the application of heat for a given amount of time in order to adequately sinter the material. 
Sintering conditions need to be optimized depending on the thickness of the film and the material used. 
It is not uncommon for sintering temperatures to reach over 1000ºC for time intervals in the range of 
hours.  
 
Sintering, although necessary, has been found to be a troublesome step. Sintering problems for 
KNN are related to the low melting point of KNbO3, its reported sensitivity to moisture
106 and the ease 
of evaporation at high temperatures of alkaline metals, namely potassium and sodium.107 KNN also 
has a tendency to show deliquescence, meaning that it easily absorbs moisture and liquefies.108 
 
3.3.1 Sintering Aids 
 Researchers have doped KNN with different sintering aids in an attempt to improve 
sinterability. Example studies include Matsubara et al.107 who used CuO to improve the density and 
avoid deliquescence, they sintered (K,Na)NbO3 at 1000-1150ºC for 1h and their doping agent, 
K4CuNb8O23 at 1100ºC for 5h. Zuo and Rödel
109 used a range of 1% mol oxides additives, including 
ZnO, SnO2, Sc2O3 and CdO which yielded d33 constants of 117, 108, 100 and 107 pC/N respectively 
and relative densities of 96%-99%. Sintering was carried out for 4h at a sintering temperature in the 
range 1020-1130ºC. Malic et al.110 used alkaline earth dopants Mg2+, Ca2+, Sr2+ and Ba2+. Samples were 
sintered at 1115ºC for 2h, obtaining a sintered density of 96.0% and d33 of 95 pC/N for the Sr
2+ doped 
sample compared to a sintered density of 94.4% and d33 of 80 pC/N for the un-doped sample. Sintering 
aids were not used in this study to keep contaminants in the film to a minimum. 
 
3.3.2 Microwave Sintering 
Microwave sintering converts electromagnetic energy into heat energy volumetrically. A 
schematic of a microwave furnace is shown in Figure 20. Microwaves range from frequencies of 300 




an excellent review by Sun et al.112 and will be summarized in this section. Microwave heating has two 
types of heating components: an electric field that generates dielectric heating and a magnetic field that 
generates magnetic heating.  
 
Dielectric heating has two main operating mechanisms. On one hand, heat is produced through 
dipolar polarization. When dipoles within certain molecules are exposed to an external electric field, 
they will rotate upon themselves in search of alignment with the field. If said electric field has a high 
oscillation frequency, dipoles fail to timely align with it, resulting in collision with one another. This 
dissipation of power generates heat within the material. Heating is also produced through ionic 
conduction. Exposure to the electric field results in mobile charge carriers such as electrons or ions, to 
circulate forming an electric current. Collision into static molecules as circulation takes place generates 
electrical resistance, which produces heat.    
 
Magnetic heating has several contributing mechanisms. These include Eddie currents, which 
are joule losses owing to electrical resistivity between an external alternating magnetic field and a 
conductive material in motion relative to each other. Hysteresis loss happens in magnetic materials as 
the dipoles attempt to match the polar orientation of the alternating magnetic field, resulting friction 






Figure 20. Schematic of microwave furnace.  
 
Feizpour et al.113 sintered KNN at 1115ºC for 36 minutes obtaining a d33 of 85 pC/N using the 
microwave technique compared to conventional sintering for over 2h at 1115ºC and obtaining a d33 of 
88 pC/N. Swain et al.114 improved the dielectric and ferroelectric properties of sodium bismuth titanate 








3.3.3 Hot Pressing  
Hot pressing is the application of high temperature from a radiative furnace to die-pressed 
powder. During hot pressing, uniaxial-pressure and heat, usually from induction or resistance heating, 
are applied simultaneously. Initially, the powder is densified through rearranging of the particles, 
progressively, grain boundaries start diffusing, causing creep to dominate. Qin et al.115 used hot 
pressing on KNN samples, at 1050ºC and 800 MPa for 1h, achieving a d33 value of 90 pC/N prior to 
annealing and a relative density of 98.9%. Jaeger et al.116 hot pressed KNN samples achieving a d33 of 
160 pC/N and a density increase from 94.2% to 98.9%. 
 
3.3.4 Spark Plasma Sintering 
Spark plasma sintering (SPS), more recently referred to as pulsed electric current sintering 
(PECS)117 uses uniaxial mechanical pressure to consolidate a powder loaded in a conductive die, 
typically made of graphite, by means of repeatedly applied pulses of high DC electric current. A 
diagram of SPS is shown in Figure 21. Heat is generated by the sample internally hence achieving 
faster sintering times, denser powders at the same temperature and decreasing grain growth that leads 
to particle coarsening.118 In KNN samples, applying pressure reduces the temperature required for 
sintering thus decreasing the volatilization of alkali metals. This was proved by Eriksson et al.119 on 
KNN samples sintered at 850ºC, which yielded a d33 value of 146 pC/N. Wang et al.
120 sinter samples 
of (Na1-xKx)NbO3 (x= 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7) at temperatures of 1040-1100ºC. Zhen et al.
121 sintered 
(Li0.04K0.44Na0.52)(Nb0.85Ta0.15) at 970ºC, obtaining a d33 constant of 162 pC/N. However, SPS is an 

























3.3.5 Photonic Curing 
The aforementioned sintering techniques are either time consuming, costly or less efficient 
than conventional sintering.113 Additionally, none of these studies have looked into effectively 
reducing the energy requirements during manufacturing by reducing the time associated with the 
sintering process, which would be considerably advantageous for industrial settings, for example in a 
roll to roll process.  
 
Ouyang123 successfully utilized a photonic curing instrument (Novacentrix PulseForge) to 
simultaneously sinter and pole a thick PZT film. This allowed for the reduction of the sintering and 
curing times, combined, to milliseconds while using only a fraction of the energy consumed during the 
traditional process. This research will use Ouyang’s paper as a reference to follow the same method of 
sintering but for a lead-free alternative material.  
 
Photonic curing, as seen in Figure 22, is a process that can thermally sinter, anneal, dry, 
crystallize, polymerize, initiate a chemical reaction and degasificate films. This is done by means of a 
xenon-filled flashlamp that emits high-intensity pulsed light flashes. The high-intensity, short-duration 
of the flashes makes it possible to cure films at temperatures far surpassing the maximum working 
temperature of the substrate, without damaging the substrate. This allows for the use of cheap, flexible, 
low-temperature substrates such as paper or plastic. Curing happens in a matter of milliseconds and 
speeds above 100 m/min,124 making it ideal for a roll-to-roll process and potentially yielding energy 
















3.4 Statement of Need 
PZT has dominated the piezoelectric market up to date for its superior piezoelectric properties. 
With legislation and environmental concerns becoming ever more stringent, it is no surprise that the 
search for lead-free alternatives is soaring. However, no research has investigated the feasibility of 
lead-free, high-throughput, functionally printed devices for energy generation. This research will 
therefore address the question of whether lithium doped KNN can be rapidly sintered using a photonic 
curing method, as an alternative for PZT for the high-throughput manufacturing of flexible energy 






This section describes the methods and materials used to formulate the piezoelectric ink, 
deposit the ink as a film and subsequently sinter and pole the samples. The aim is to print functioning 
test devices and evaluate the feasibility of the sintering techniques.  
4.1 Ink Preparation 
4.1.1 Ink Formulation 
In order to formulate a lithium-doped potassium sodium niobate (KNNL) ink, first, pure KNNL 
powder must be synthesized. This was done via the solid-state reaction method as described in the 
study by Zhao et al.102 Following said study, the desired stoichiometry was 0.942(Na0.535K0.48)NbO3-
0.058LiNbO3. So the following quantities of each powder were mixed together: 2.6708g Na2CO3 
(Amresco, Sodium Carbonate Anhydrous, ACS Grade, Code: 0585-500G), 3.1247g K2CO3 (Fisher 
Scientific, Potassium Carbonate Anhydrous, 99% Code: P208-500), 13.2905g Nb2O5 (Acros Organics, 
Niobium (V) Oxide, 99.99% Code: 193632500) and 0.2143g Li2CO3 99% (Acros Organics, Lithium 
Carbonate, Code: 197785000). Once weighed and combined, the powders were ball milled (Across 
International LLC, VQ-N High Speed Ball Mill) using a 50 ml natural Brazilian agate grinding jar with 
Ø6 mm natural Brazilian agate balls in ethanol for 4h. The ethanol was then evaporated and the powder 
was calcinated at 750ºC for 4h in a conventional furnace (Thermo Scientific, Thermolyne) to obtain 
pure KNNL powder. X-ray diffraction (Rigaku, Geigerflex) and Raman spectroscopy (B&W Tek, i-
Raman, BAC102-532) were carried out on the powder to determine its crystal structure.  
  
KNNL ink was then formulated using 40 wt.% KNNL powder as the active material, 3 wt.% 
Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP-40) as the vehicle, 1 wt.% (BYK-111) as a dispersant and the remaining 
56 wt.% DI water as the carrier. Ink characterization was done by measuring ink viscosity (Discovery 
HR-2, TA Instruments) and surface tension (Ramé-Hart Instrument Co.), and by performing a 





4.1.2 Surface Tension and Viscosity 
A profile for the viscosity of the ink used in this study when subjected to shear rates from 1 to 
1000 (s-1) is shown in Figure 23. The two measurements were taken using a 40 mm, 1º cone and plate 
geometry, where the ink is placed between the flat plate on the bottom and the cone on the top, forming 
a film with the edge exposed. The cone rotates as measurements of the shear rate and corresponding 
viscosity are continuously taken. The viscosity of the ink exhibits a shear thinning behavior. At shear 
rates below 212 s-1, viscosity lies between 10 to 70 mPa·s or centipois and at shear rates between 212-
1000 s-1, viscosity is within 6 to 10 mPa·s or centipois. Typical viscosity values for flexographic inks 
lie between 10-500 mPa·s.125 This experiment was carried out at a low shear setting so the ink viscosity 
was assumed to lie within range.  
 
Figure 23. Plot of viscosity as a function of shear rate for the KNNL ink.  
 
Surface tension plays a role in the adhesion of the ink onto the substrate. The average surface 
tension of the ink was 30.78 dynes/cm. Copper is a common substrate used for printed electronics and 
has a surface tension of 1000 dynes/cm.126 In the print industry, an ink is considered to have good 
wetting properties when the surface tension of the ink is 7-10 dynes/cm lower than the surface tension 





4.2 Film Deposition 
The substrate used for this experiment was 0.002” thick 110 copper foil 99.9% pure 
(McMaster-Carr). The surface of the substrate was cleaned prior to deposition using isopropanol and 
a lint-free cloth (Texwipe, TechniCloth Nonwoven Wipers TX 604). A flexographic printer base 
(Harper, QDTM Printing & Ink Proofing Systems) with a draw down rod was used to coat the substrate 







Figure 24. Photographic image of setup used for ink deposition onto substrate, showing a flexographic printer base 
with a draw down rod in replacement of an anilox and roller.  
4.3 Sintering 
Traditional furnace sintering was compared to photonic sintering. Furnace sintering was 
carried out using a conventional furnace (ExOne Company, ProMetal), by holding the sample at 
1060ºC for 2h following the method by Zhao et al.102 Photonic sintering was carried out using a 
Novacentrix PulseForge 3300. A range of different parameters can be adjusted for photonic sintering, 
namely voltage (V), pulse frequency (Hz), number of pulses per cycle, number of cycles and pulse 
length (μs). The settings used for this experiment are shown in Figure 25. The sintering cycle was 




except the pulse length. Varying the pulse length varies the energy density (J/cm2) that the samples 
receive. Successful sintering is dependent upon the energy density received by the sample. Too high 
energy density will blow off some or all of the ink and too low energy density will yield unsintered or 
only partially sintered material. 
 
 
Figure 25. Experimental parameters used in PulseForge. The energy density highlighted in yellow is dependent on the 
combination of the other parameters.   
 
A scanning electron microscope (SEM) (JEOL, JSM-IT100) was used to take images of the 
samples prior and after sintering to visually determine the quality of the sintering. The energy 
dispersion spectroscopy (EDS) tool embedded in the SEM was used in said samples to obtain their 
elemental composition.  
4.4 Poling 
Poling was carried out using a DC voltage supply (BK Precision 1672 Power Supply) set to a 
voltage of 30 kV/cm123 for 2 hours. The film was poled along the z-axis as shown in Figure 26. The 
bottom electrode was the copper substrate that the KNNL was directly deposited onto and electrically 





Figure 26. Diagram of the thin film being poled between the top and bottom electrodes, once it has been deposited 

































Results and Discussion 
5.1 Ink Properties 
5.1.1 X-ray Diffraction and Raman Spectroscopy 
 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to characterize the KNNL powder prior to making an ink to 
verify that it had the correct crystal structure and hence composition. The XRD spectrum for the KNNL 
powder formulated in this study is shown in Figure 27. The blue lines represent reference values for 
KNN peaks. Since the spectrum from the sample closely matches the reference values, it is clear that 






Figure 27. X-ray diffraction spectrum for KNNL powder sample after mixing and calcination. The composition used 
for the KNNL powder has a total of 5.8% lithium doping.  
 
























 Figure 28 shows the XRD spectrum for 6% lithium doped KNNL, obtained from literature. 
As can be seen, the peaks in the XRD spectrum for the KNNL powder formulated in this study align 
well with those from literature.  
 
 
Figure 28. X-ray diffraction spectrum of 6% lithium doped KNN (KNNL6) from Sun et al.28 Reproduced with 
permission.  
 
Raman spectroscopy was carried out for printed film samples prior and post sintering, and can 
be seen in Figure 29 and Figure 30 respectively. The peaks in the Raman spectra of both samples 
coincide with those of 6% Li-doped KNN samples in the study by Sun et al.,28 shown in Figure 31. 
The peaks in the Raman spectra for the samples in this study are shifted to the left compared to that by 
Sun et al.,28 this can be due to instrumental discrepancies when removing the background or the settings 
used for the readings. Having the same peak distribution however suggests that the samples in this 




Figure 29. Raman spectroscopy for a 6% Li-doped KNN unsintered film 
sample used in this research. 
Figure 30. Raman spectroscopy for a 6% Li-doped KNN photonically 
sintered film sample at 400 V, 2 Hz, 20 pulses, 2 cycles and 650 μs, used in 
this research. 
Figure 31. Raman spectroscopy for a 6% Li-doped KNN (KNNL6) powder 















































5.1.2 Thermogravimetric Analysis 
A thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out to determine the temperatures at which 
the components in the ink volatilize. The TGA analysis is shown in Figure 32. The ink is composed of 
40 wt.% KNNL powder, 3 wt.% PVP-40, 1 wt.% BYK-111 and DI water. It can be seen that by the 
time the ink reaches 150ºC, all the water is volatilized, leaving the remaining materials that make up 
~45% of the ink. Reaching a sintering temperature of 600ºC yields a further ~4% volatilization of ink 
components, corresponding to the PVP-40 and BYK-111, leaving behind the KNNL. Therefore from 
600ºC to 1000ºC, which is the maximum temperature reachable by the TGA instrument, no significant 
volatilization of components happens, so the remaining KNNL should have theoretical ratios of K, Na, 












5.2 Sintering Process 
5.2.1 Scanning Electron Microscope Images 
An unsintered film was compared to three photonically sintered films. The settings for the 
photonically sintered films had fixed values common for all samples, namely 400 V, 2 Hz, 20 pulses, 
2 cycles, and varying pulse lengths. The three pulse length settings used were 550, 600 and 650 μs. 














As can be seen, the unsintered film sample shows particles with distinctive boundaries. In the 
sample processed with a 550 μs pulse length, the particle boundaries are just starting to merge together 
and densify. It is only in the 600 and 650 μs pulse length samples that there are particle areas clearly 
merged with one another. Therefore noticeable sintering begins to happen in the 600 and 650 μs pulse 
length range. SEM images of lower magnification than those in Figure 33 are shown in Figure 34. 
  
 
Figure 34. Images of (a) unsintered and photonically sintered films at (b) 550, (c) 600 and (d) 650 μs. 
 
In Figure 34 it can be more easily appreciated the difference in sintering between the 600 and 
650 μs pulse length samples. Indeed, the 650 μs pulse length sample showcases better sintering, with 
larger regions of particles merging. They both however exhibit noticeable porosity, which is 
detrimental for electrical conductivity and should ideally be minimized. The best sintering parameters 










These parameters were therefore used for subsequent experiments. Whereas it would be 
intuitive to hypothesize that increasing either the voltage or the pulse length parameters should yield 
better sintering, the combination of 400 V and 650 μs, yielding 6.48 J/cm2/pulse are the maximum 
limits that the lamps in the PulseForge can withstand before exceeding the explosion limits. For 
reference, a combination of 410 V and 600 μs also yields an energy density of 6.48 J/cm2/pulse. 
 
For comparison, a sample of the KNNL ink film deposited onto the copper substrate from the 
same batch as the photonically sintered samples was furnace sintered at 700ºC for 2h. An image of 




(a)              (b)                (c) 
 
 
Figure 35. Images of (a) unsintered, (b) photonically sintered and (c) furnace sintered films. 
 
The furnace sintered samples were completely oxidized and unusable. The study by Zhao et 
al.102 was followed to formulate the KNNL powder composition. In their study, Zhao et al.102 do not 
turn the KNNL powder into an ink, deposit it as a film onto a substrate and then sinter it. They instead 
compress the KNNL powder into a pellet and then furnace sinter it at 1060ºC for 2h. This approach 










Figure 36. Image of furnace sintered KNNL pellet at 1060ºC for 2h.  
 
It can be seen that particles in Figure 36 are ‘necking’ with one another, and therefore the pellet 
is sintered. However, gaps are still visible between the particles meaning that the sample was not fully 
densified.  
 
5.2.2 Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy Analysis  
A well-documented issue with KNN sintering is the volatilization of its alkali metals, namely 
sodium and potassium, during the process. The theoretical ratio of Nb:Na:K as per the stoichiometry 
used in this study is 51:26:23 and is shown in Figure 37. EDS analysis of unsintered and photonically 
sintered films at 550, 600 and 650 μs were performed to evaluate the post-sintering elemental 
composition of the films. EDS analysis of the furnace sintered film and pellet were also performed for 

















550 μs photonically sintered film 
 
 





















































































































650 μs photonically sintered film 
 
 
700ºC 2h furnace sintered film 
 
 
1060ºC 2h furnace sintered pellet 
 
 
Figure 38. EDS elemental composition and Nb:Na:K ratios for all samples: unsintered, photonically sintered and 
furnace sintered. Carbon peaks in the EDS analysis have been circled in red.  
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Nb – 0% 
Na – 0% 





Lithium does not show up in EDS analysis because it’s characteristic x-rays don’t have enough 
energy to be detected. The EDS spectra shows carbon present in two samples: the unsintered sample 
and the photonically sintered sample with a pulse length of 550 μs. Carbon in these samples comes 
from the PVP-40 and BYK-111 added to the ink. Carbon molecules act as impurities in sintered 
samples. Adequate sintering parameters should fully convert all the carbon present to CO2 in the 
presence of oxygen during sintering, deeming 550 μs an insufficiently high sintering setting. The 
presence of copper in the film samples is due to the films being thin enough that electrons penetrate to 
the substrate layer, which is in turn detected.  
 
The Nb:Na:K ratios shown in the pie charts for the unsintered and photonically sintered 
samples at 550, 600 and 650 μs match the theoretical ratio reasonably well and indeed are closer than 
the furnace sintered pellet. Being able to sinter a remarkably thin film, in comparison to the commonly 
used pellet form, while keeping the composition relatively intact is an excellent result. Usually with 
pellets, the bulk of the material volatilization happens from the near-surface regions. So during EDS 
analysis, the average composition was detected and was more likely to be closer to theoretical. 
Although as previously mentioned, having a close-to-theoretical ratio is not necessarily always the case 
since volatilization is an issue. Either way, it was hard to detect unevenness in composition throughout 
a pellet.  
 
5.2.3 Hysteresis Curve 
Once sintered, profilometry analysis was performed on a sample photonically sintered at 400 
V, 2 Hz, 20 pulses, 2 cycles and 650 μs, to determine the thickness of the film. The profilometry 





Figure 39. Profile of a photonically sintered sample on copper foil. The uneven curve is due to the foil-nature and lack 




Having determined the thickness of the sample, it was poled at 30 kV/cm for 2 hours. 
Hysteresis loops for the poled sample as well as an unpoled sample with the same sintering parameters 





Figure 40. Hysteresis loops of poled and unpoled photonically sintered samples. 
 
As can be seen from the hysteresis curve, the poled sample shows a ferroelectric response as 
compared to the unpoled sample. In their study, Fu et al.128 found the maximum polarization for 6% 
Li-doped KNN to be around 0.2 μC/cm2. The polarization for pure KNN, ranges from ~5-30 
μC/cm2.35,129–131 The polarization obtained in this study was lower compared to literature values 
 
The top electrode used in this study was copper tape directly stuck onto the KNNL layer. A 
number of factors could have therefore reduced the effectiveness of this top layer electrode. Namely, 
the glue used between the copper and the KNNL layer is conductive but it likely has a much higher 
resistance than copper, inhibiting to some extent the flow of electrons. Furthermore, the porosity of the 
samples makes tape a less than ideal electrode, since a portion of the surface of the film is void because 
of its porosity. In the calculations for the sample polarization, the area of sample surface in contact 
with the top electrode was assumed to be equal to the area of the top electrode. Owing to the sample 
porosity, this may be untrue and yielded a polarization somewhat lower than the true value. Therefore 





























5.3 Energy Study 
An energy study was carried out to compare the power consumption of furnace versus photonic 
sintering. An energy logging meter (Fluke 1730) was used for the study. Images of the Fluke energy 
meter are shown in Figure 41. The energy meter configuration was set to either 3-phase (3-ϕ) wye or 
split phase topology, depending on which unit the load study was being carried out on. Diagrams of 3-
phase wye and split phase topologies and the connections between the power cord and energy meter 
are shown in Figure 42. For both topologies, the nominal voltage was set as 120V, with an automatic 
























5.3.1 Furnace Sintering 
Following the furnace sintered parameters used in this study, a furnace (split phase) was kept 
at 1060ºC for 2h on a timer, while the Fluke energy meter monitored the power demand of the furnace, 
including the ramp-up. The metering period was of 2 h, 30 min and 28 sec. The meter was connected 
to an external power cord with the neutral, A and B wires exposed, as seen in Figure 43 (b). The power 





Figure 43. Images showing (a) the furnace and (b) the connection between Fluke meter and external power cord as (c) 
the power cord going inside the furnace was inaccessible.   
 
Figure 44. Power consumed over a period of 2 hours, 30 minutes and 28 seconds of furnace sintering. 
 
During the furnace sintering cycle, a total of 19045143 J were consumed. This was calculated 
by adding the power readings, made in a per-second basis, for each second during the metering period. 
The furnace chamber has a sintering area of 180 cm2. Therefore, in a per-use basis, assuming one use 

























(a) (b) (c) 
Furnace power cord 









5.3.2 Photonic Sintering 
The photonic sintering study was carried out on the Novacentrix PulseForge 3300, used to 
sinter the KNNL samples. The PulseForge system, shown in Figure 45, derives power from four units: 
a water chiller (3-ϕ wye), the capacitor bank (3-ϕ wye), a photodiode box (split phase) and a gantry 
box (split phase).  
 
Figure 45. Novacentrix PulseForge 3300 system. 
 
The connections of each component to the Fluke meter can be seen in Figure 46. The power 
demand from each unit was measured and plotted in Figure 47. 
 
 














Figure 47. Power consumption as a function of time for each of the four elements that form part of the PulseForge, with augmented corresponding graphs for the 































































A total of 340055 J were consumed by all components of the PulseForge system during one 
sintering cycle. This was based on a photonic sintering scenario involving 2 cycles of 20 pulses each 
at 400 V, 650 µs, and 2 Hz pulse frequency, as per the settings used in this study, with a total duration 
of 50 seconds. The total energy consumption was calculated by adding the power readings, made in a 
per-second basis, for each second during the 50 second sintering period. The sintering window in the 
PulseForge has an exposure area of 170 cm2. Assuming full utilization of the available exposure area 









Using Equation 10, the photonic sintering method (2000 J/cm2) used 98.1% less energy per 
unit area than the traditional furnace sintering method (105806 J/cm2). This not only decreases sintering 
energy costs in an industrial setting, it also results in a proportional decrease in emissions generated 
from the production of electricity and the environmental burden associated with it.  
 
 𝑅𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (%) =
𝐹𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 − 𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
𝐹𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
× 100 Equation 10 
 
It is also worth emphasizing that the sintering time per unit area is greatly reduced with 














Photonic sintering therefore reduced sintering time per unit area by 99.4% compared with 






5.4 Sustainability Considerations 
While this study has indicated the considerable potential for photonically sintered KNN as an 
alternative to lead-based PZT materials, it is important to consider other sustainability factors when 
assessing the relative merits of alternative approaches.  
5.4.1 Metal Production 
Thirteen percent of lithium is extracted from spodumene, a mineral found in pegmatites, and 
87% of lithium comes from lithium chloride found in brine lake deposits.132 The main production of 
lithium from mineral and brine happens in Australia and Chile respectively. Chile has nearly 30% of 
the total global lithium resources, and it produced 65% of the world’s lithium in 2009.132 An 
environmental justice problem associated with the mining of lithium is the forced relocation of 
populations from mining areas. This is because lithium mining causes water scarcity issues owing to 
the large quantities of ground water that is extracted from already dry desert regions in the mining 
process. 
 
Niobium can be found in three types of igneous rocks and their secondary deposits, namely (i) 
carbonatites and associated alkali rocks, (ii) alkaline to peralkaline granites and syenites and (iii) rare-
metal granites and pegmatites of the lithium-caesium-tantalum family.133 From 2007-2011, 90% of 
niobium annual global production came from Brazil and 8% from Canada. Niobium is mainly sourced 
from rock formations, but can be potentially obtained from coal combustion, an anthropogenic source 
of CO2 emissions. However, niobium has a ‘greater than 50% end-of-life recycling rate, meaning that 
over half the niobium embedded in products is recovered when discarded. This allows for widespread 
use of recycled niobium preventing a portion of the mining impact it would otherwise have.  
 
Lead is primarily mined in China, Australia and the USA. Those countries accounted for 
47%,13% and 7% of global lead production from mining respectively in 2015.134 Over half of global 
lead comes from secondary production, meaning it is recovered from recycled products or residues.135 
Unlike lithium and niobium, lead is not considered to be a critical material meaning that it is not at risk 





5.4.2 Effects on Ecosystems and Human Health 
As discussed in detail in Chapter 1, lead is not RoHS compliant, whereas lithium and niobium 
are.136–138 Lead can enter the environment through mining practices and remain for extended periods 
of time. Lead does bioaccumulate in plants and humans, which can lead to severe health issues and 
environmental deterioration.  
 
Similarly, lithium is geochemically very mobile and hence has a high probability of entering 
the environment including water supplies around brine mine. In contrast to lead, lithium is not 
considered to be severely toxic for humans and is prescribed medically to treat a range of conditions, 
including bipolar disorder.134 Even though lithium does not bioaccumulate, a blood concentration of 
>20 mg/l can cause death.133  
 
Niobium is somewhat mobile, with an average global concentration 2 ppt in river water and an 
average US concentration of 9.3 ppm in topsoil.139 Niobium is considered to have low toxicity for 
humans and ecosystems. Niobium is relatively biologically inert and is therefore used in certain 
medical devices and surgery implants. However, occupational health concerns arise related to the 
mining and processing of niobium ores or host rocks due to other radioactive elements found in them. 
As examples, tailings from the Jos area in Nigeria had 4 wt.% and 0.2 wt.% thorium and uranium 
content respectively. In Brazil waste from the chemical treatment of phosphate ores reaches radium 
radioactivity levels of 100+ kBq/kg.135 The radiation exposure to naturally occurring radionuclides can 
extend to communities in the proximity of niobium mines in the form of building materials or drinking 
water. Once mining activity has ceased, access to the land may have to be restricted to prevent 
radioactive exposure.  
 
5.4.3 Environmental Impacts 
The software CES 2018 EduPack was used to compare the carbon footprint, embodied energy, 
water use and cost of lead, lithium and niobium. The elemental grades used were “Lead, Corroding”, 






In terms of CO2 footprint from primary production, lead had the lowest impact at 2.15-2.37 
kg/kg, followed by lithium at 17.8-19.6 kg/kg and lastly niobium has the greatest impact at 117-129 
kg/kg. Lead mining also has the lowest contribution to embodied energy from primary production at 
26.9-29.6 MJ/kg, followed by lithium at 495-596 MJ/kg and lastly niobium 1760-1940 MJ/kg. The 
water usage is however lowest in niobium mining at 147-162 l/kg, followed by lead at 328-362 l/kg 
and lastly lithium at 451-498 l/kg. So overall, the largest disparities are in CO2 emissions and energy 
usage, where niobium mining is by far the worse out of the three. The price of lead, lithium and niobium 
stand at 1.8-2.48 USD/kg, 77.6-90.5 USD/kg and 115-119 USD/kg respectively, making lead the most 
economical choice by a large margin.  
 
The mining of each of the studied elements is responsible for different types of environmental 
challenges. Lithium seems to be the most moderate option out of the three, but it is only used as a 
dopant, with less than 6 wt.% in the production of KNNL. So the environmental impact of lithium 
would only represent a fraction of that of lead or niobium, which account for about 50 wt.% of PZT 
and KNN respectively. In comparing niobium and lead, it appears that lead could have a more 
widespread impact on the population’s health and the effects of exposure could be very severe. 
Niobium on the other hand is not of concern in terms of human health or geochemical mobility but is 
found in ores that contain radioactive elements that can pose an immediate threat to workers and nearby 
communities and has much higher CO2 and energy burden. Economically, primary lead production is 
more advantageous than niobium or lithium on a per kilogram basis, but a deeper study of the cost 
associated with the impact each has on humans and the environment would be needed to get a better 






Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Study 
6.1 Conclusions 
KNN doped with 6% lithium (KNNL) was deposited onto a copper substrate, forming a film. 
Film samples were photonically sintered, where the sintering was visually observable by the merging 
of particles in the film. Another film sample was furnace sintered yielding no results when visually 
analyzing it under a SEM. EDS analysis revealed that all the NBC, Na and K had been volatilized from 
the furnace sintered sample. This is a common issue with KNN sintering, especially with respect to the 
alkali metals: Na and K. When EDS analysis were carried out on the photonically sintered samples 
they all showcased close-to-theoretical ratios of Nb:Na:K based on stoichiometry. Different photonic 
sintering pulse lengths were studied: 550, 600 and 650 μs, with the following parameters fixed: 400 V, 
2 Hz, 20 pulses and 2 cycles. The samples sintered using 550 μs pulse length showed carbon presence 
in their EDS analysis, therefore rendering 550 μs as an insufficient sintering setting. The sample at 650 
μs showed the most merging between particles amongst the photonically sintered samples and so 650 
μs was the preferred pulse length. 
 
A KNNL pellet was furnace sintered for comparison with the photonically sintered film 
samples. The EDS composition of the pellet showed a Nb:Na:K ratio of 61:16:23, which is somewhat 
further away from theoretical, 51:26:23 than the photonically sintered sample at 650 μs, 56:20:24. This 
is a significant advantage of photonic sintering, and even more so considering that EDS analysis gives 
an overall pellet composition and does not distinguish gradients in composition had volatilization 
happened from the surface regions.  
 
Nonetheless, porosity observed in the photonically sintered samples indicates that even though 
particles are merging, full densification is not happening. This hinders the flow of electrons therefore 
reducing the sample’s piezoelectric potential. Indeed, a hysteresis loop for the 650 μs sample reveals 




contributor to this result as it would only be in contact with certain regions of the surface of the sample, 
and this is not accounted for in the hysteresis loop calculations.  
 
An energy study to compare the power demand of photonic versus furnace sintering was carried 
out. The energy study showed that photonically sintering required 98.1% less power per unit area than 
furnace sintering for the configuration studied, which could amount to remarkably less greenhouse gas 
production and environmental degradation from the processes involved in energy generation. 
Additionally, not only does photonically sintering keep near-theoretical KNNL composition, but it can 
be a high throughput manufacturing method, with a remarkable 99.4% reduction in sintering time 
compared to a furnace cycle. 
 
6.2 Recommendations for Future Research 
Currently, carbonate powders of sodium lithium and potassium are being used for the 
formulation of the KNNL ink. During sintering, the carbon embedded in the samples reacts with the 
oxygen in air, emitting CO and CO2 as a by-product of sintering. Sodium oxide, lithium oxide and 
potassium oxide could be considered as an alternative to carbonate powder for a CO and CO2 free 
processing route.   
  
Although KNNL can be sintered using a photonic sintering method, the surface of the film 
samples is considerably porous for the process settings used. A high energy density is necessary to 
eliminate all the carbon from the samples. So it would be interesting to use the pulse shaping tool 
embedded in the PulseForge, to emit a more leveled out pulse while conserving the same energy 
density. A longer pulse but of the same intensity may allow the sample to fuse together evenly and fill 
up the voids. In short, further optimization of the pulsed photonic sintering method is recommended. 
 
Additionally, progressively smaller nanoscale particles could be used in formulating the KNNL 
ink. This would lower the melting point of the film and potentially produce better quality films during 
sintering. It would also reduce the sintering energy demanded by the PulseForge. 
 
It would also be interesting to explore different electrode options. Any form of liquid electrode 




difficulty in depositing them without modifying the surface of the film, and gold sputter-coating 
because owing to the porosity, the layer thickness deposited was not enough to be conductive. 
However, techniques such as aerosol-jet or nano-jet printing may allow a layer of liquid particles to be 
dried out prior to penetrating through the film thickness while evenly coating the samples. Otherwise, 
the use of a thermal evaporator might be a good alternative to sputter-coating since this equipment is 
able to easily deposit considerably thicker layers. Once the electrode issue is resolved, the piezoelectric 
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